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MEMORANDUM 10: Curtis W. Rapp
"Reactor Inspector

. <
Division of Reactor Safety '

FROM: Ellis W. Herschoff, Director
Division of Reactor Projects !

SUBJECT: CRYSTAL RIVER 3 APPARENT VIOLATION ;

,

. I was surprised to receive your memo of July 27, 1995, stating that you had been
excluded from discussions which led to the proposal of apparent violations for.

the Crystal River operators. The decision that sufficient basis existed to r

warrant a predecisional enforcement conference for each of the operators was- ',

made, in accordance with agency policy, at an enforcement panel on June 14, 1995. i
Since you were out of the office that day, we arranged td include you on that '

enforcement panel by telephone and, as I recall, you participated fully in the
discussions.

'.

The result of the panel was to schedule predecisional enforcement conferences
with the operators to assure all aspects of tha apparent violation where known.
Your presence at the post panels for the predecisional enforcement conferences
was planned and expected. As you know, additional information was received which
has resulted in reopening of the investigation into this matter and postponment ;

of the predecisional enforcement conferences.

Your letter will be included in the enforcement record for this matter, and you
are expected to assure your schedule will support your personal participation in
the resolution of these enforcement issues, it is important to me that your
knowledge of this case and the issues at hand be fully explored during the
decigion making process of this case. Consequently, if you have any new or
additional information that should be considered or was not fully considered as
part of the process to date, please provide it to either me or Mr. Gibson as soon
as possible.

If'you have any questions, I would be happy to discuss' them with you.
,

o

cc: 5. Ebneter
L. peyes
A. Gibson :
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HEMORANDUM TO: Curtis W..Rapp
Reactor Inspector ,

;

Division of Reactor Saft:ty

FROM: Ellis W. Herschoff, Director -

*

Division of Reactor Projects

' SUBJECT: CRYSTAL RIVER 3 APPARENT _ VIOLATION ;
'

:
>

1 was-surprised to receive your memo of July 27, 1995, stating that you had been
- excluded from discus tons which led to the proposal of apparent violations for

'

the Crystal River operators. The decision that sufficient basis existed to
1 arrant a predecisional enforcement conference for each of the operators was

made, in accordance with agency policy, at an enforcement panel on June 14, 1995.
4

'

Since you were out of the office that day,' we arranged to include you on that
enforcement pan'el by telephone and, as I recall, you participated fully in the

-
discussions.

4

The result of the panel was to schedule predecisional enforcement conferences
'

with the operators to assure all aspects of the apparent violation where known.
- Your prasence at the post panels for the predecisional enforcement conferences
was planned and expected. As you know, additional information was received which
has resulted in reopening of the investigation into this matter and postponment
of the predecisional enforcement conferences.

'

Your letter will be included in the enforcement record for this matter, and you
are expected to assure your schedule will support your personal participation in
the resolution of. these _ enforcement issues. It is important to me that your
knowledge of this case and the issues at hand be fully explored during the
decision making process of this case. Consequently, if you have any new or
additional information that should be considered or was not fully considered as
part, of the process to date, please provide it to either me or Mr. Gibson as soon *

as possible.

If you have any questions, I would be happy to discuss them with you.

cc: S. Ebneter
L. Reyes
A. Gibson
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= MEMORANDUM TO:- Curtis W. Rapp ,

'

Reactor Inspector
Division of Reactor Safety

FROM: Ellis W. Herschoff, Director f
Division of Reactor Projects |

- :

SUBJECT: CRYSTAL RIVER 3 APPARENT VIOLAT N !

i

I was surprised.to receive your memo of July ,1995, stating that you had been
excluded from discussions which led to theproposal of apparent violations for -

the Crystal River operators. . The decision that sufficient basis existed to
warrant a predecisional enforcement conference for each of the operators was-

!made, in accordance with agency policy,/t an enforcement panel on June 14, 1995.
,

Since you were out of the office that' day, we arranged to include veu on that
enforcement panel by' telephone and, as I recall, you participated fully in thei

discussions. ;'

,

The result of the panel was to schedule predecisional enforcement conferences
with the operators to assure aspects of the apparent violation where known. |

#

- Your presence at the post pa els for the predecisional enforcement conferences
was planned and expected. you know, additional information was received which
has resulted in reopening f the investigation into this matter and postponment
of the predecisional enf rcement conferences.

Your letter will be i cluded in the enforcement record for this matter, and you ,

are expected to assuye your schedule will support your personal participation in
the resolution of hese enforcement issues. It is important to me that your

knowledge of thi case and the issues at hand be fully explored during the -

decision making rocess of this case.

if you have y questions, I would be happy to discuss them with you.

cc: S. bneter
I

Reyes.
'

Gibson .
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